THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
economic reasons, is not welcomed by his parents,—starts life
under a disadvantage in this respect, a disadvantage that may
sometimes lead to the most serious consequences both to himself
and to society1.
The same considerations make it evident that especial care
should be paid to those children who, for one reason or another,
are unable to enjoy the advantages of normal family life—care
to ensure that they should have available suitable substitutes
for the parents of whom they are deprived and that they should
receive the due quantity of love which their moral and psycho-
logical development demands.
Although it is necessary thus to urge both the inevitability
and the desirability of the love relationship  between parent
Family hatreds and child, our attitude towards the hate relationship, which so
however are   frequently accompanies the child's early love, need not in all
undesirable,	«        •    .,        tm	i	«     f i
when intense respects be similar. The early arousal of love m connection
and prolonged ^^ ^ p^ents or their substitutes is, we have maintained,
essential for the proper unfolding of the emotional and moral
characteristics, and is therefore to be desired, even apart from
the immediately pleasurable and beneficial aspects of this love
both to parent and to child. The corresponding hatreds are
certainly not in themselves either pleasurable or beneficial, and
their undesirable consequences are often, as we have seen, all
too clearly obvious.
Nevertheless,   there   can   be   little   doubt   that   certain
thoughtosome tendencies  and   affects   (useful  and necessary under certain
^ne- con<^^ons—suc^ ^ &&£& or those feelings that are aroused
cessary	l It is scarcely necessary to point out the Neo-Malthusian bearings
of these considerations. They add one more argument to the many that
already exist in favour of the practice of birth-control, which is now
adopted by the more cultured classes of nearly all civilised communities—
a practice the ethical justifications of which are becoming constantly more
manifest.
On the other hand, the desirability of a limitation of the size of the
family must not of course blind us to the fact that a very small family,
especially one where there is an only child, will often have certain
difficulties of its own, from which larger families may be relatively free.
There can be very little doubt that, in the case of the only child, the
emancipation of the individual from the family influences may frequently
present more than the usual amount of difficulty: where this is so, the
tendencies towards emancipation will need a correspondingly greater
amount of assistance and encouragement.

